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MEET THE GIRL 
WHO RAN THROUGH 
TOWN WHO DIDN’T 
KNOW WHERE SHE
WAS GOING BUT  
SHE WENT THERE 
AND THEN SHE 
CAME HERE AND 
NOW SHE’S STILL 
HERE

RE-
ARRANGE 
STOOLS

MAKE  
ZEBRA 
PLATES

MAKE  
ZEBRA 
CUPS

PUT ON
ZEBRA 
SHIRT

p2 _______she did some things. she did them again and again. and she kept track round the 
clock, round the world.



p4 _______she is excited even though she doesn’t look like it. 



____   this girl came to town. she’s new. a new kind of girl. she loves a lot of 
things. she’s obsessed with the world. she loves to go out in it. to make it her 
own. explore with clothes. grab and go sort of clothes. clothes you throw on and 
make your own. KGF10 is about a girl who went out and fell in love with the cutest cafe ever and 

made it her own. everyday she goes back to the same cafe. yellow stools got her mind going. she 
painted the forks and then the spoons. she painted the plates and added a zebra. 
she loves zebras. she wrote on the windows. she papered the walls. day  
after day she came back. she made a guide, a city guide. her kind of guide. she 
stored her shoes and boots in the fridge, her bags in cupboards. her jewelry strung on hooks for sausage. she’s on 

the run in a city she doesn’t know. she’s clever, cool and kind of fun. yes, there’s something new with this girl. 

       she
     has 

         style

bag of tricks _______you know those girls who pull clothes out of their bag and just 
seem to look pulled together? that’s this girl.

SOMETHING ODDLY 
CHARMING ABOUT HER
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zebra _______not that the entire f10 collection 
is about zebras. we love pop art_a lot. and we love 
zebras.



things. this girl has things she 
keeps with her, leaves behind. 
things like a bag for this, a boot for 
that, a touch of jewelry and that to 
her is rather rad. makes her glad.

paris street _______did we mention she put the frills in her pockets, the polka dots fell 
and the skirts were replaced with leather-like decorated leggings. like paris street this girl is.
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KENSIEGIRL.COM

STAY TUNED

p16 _______did we mention she put the frills in her pockets, the polka dots fell and the 
skirts replaced with leather-like decorated leggings. like paris street this girl is. yes we 
said it again.

CHANGED

SOME THINGS.

SHE

DID SOME THINGS.

SHE
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